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Passageways through the Metaverse 
is a comic about Aliza and her 
father's crazy, cynical friend, Barney, 
and their adventures in different 
metaverses using a golden book that 
has a troublesome sense of humor. 
Sometimes the metaverse they visit is 
an alternate universe, and sometimes 
it's just a strange place in the 
universe altogether. 

Throughout their adventures, Barney 
wants to get out of the adventure as 
soon as possible because he's been 
there and done that for over 8000 
years, but Aliza wants to connect with 
the people. Sometimes there's a lesson 
to be learned, but not if Barney can 
help it. 

Editor
Paul Nguyen



Metaverse tg2-zeta.

Destiny Dam.
Months ago.

Orville...
You need
to make a

choice.

22-year-old
aliza.



Now. Ow!
Well,

that was
weird. I guess
I'll check the
golden book,

barney.

Yeah. Check to
see if this metaverse
is an alternate world
that lacks manners.

(our) 17-year-
old aliza.

The book
says that in this

place, people wear
watches, and when you
are the right age, time,
 and place, it'll point

towards your
true love.

Barney,
I have a

question.

No,
aliza. you

can't have a
watch.



No, stupid.

It's
just that

this book is
so powerful

that it lets me
teleport to any

random metaverse,
but it doesn't

really give that
much info when

you're there.
is that on
purpose?

Yeah.
Sometimes
it tells you
stuff later

for dramatic
effect.

Take
a look
again.

Oh!
you're

right. There
is more.

This
city rains

all the time
because there
is a dam with a
waterfall which

powers the 
computer that 

powers the love
signal to the

watches.

Ugh. I have
a bad feeling
about this.

Aliza?!



How
do you know

me? It's
me, orville. I
thought you

died.

Why
would I
be dead?

Because
he killed

you.

Aliza, run!



Jump
in the back!

Hurry!

Thank
you for helping

us, stranger.

What
are you talking
about. It's me.

five-year-older-
than-we-know

eliu Felix.

Eliu
felix? It's

you!

Great.
Saved from

being killed by
a cat who wants

to kill us.

Barney! Who's
this guy?



I'm
from an

alternate dimension
where we eat

cats.
Are you
serious?

No! Yes.
So

you're a
different Aliza

from a different
dimension?

Yes. why?

Well,
this will be
interesting.

Why?
where are
we headed?

You'll
see.



Uhh,
why does

she look like
me?

A
different

dimension?

Yeah.
but we call them

metaverses.

That
sounds...

...ridiculous.

But
here we

are. The only
difference is that

you're a little older
and have lost an eye.

I know it's hard
to "see" that.

Barney.

Really.



"eye"
thought
it was
funny.

I'm
sorry, aliza.
so how did
that happen

to you?

Orville
did it. Orville?

The guy that
I bumped

into?

You saw
orville?

they did. And
then the

woman in black
attacked them. She

didn't know my
Aliza was

Alive.



Cat's
out of the
bag now. Orville

and the woman
in black believe that
the true love watch
takes away free will
and have decided to
rebel against it. The
woman in black had
orville kill me to

make that point since
the watch pointed to

me as his true
love.

And
I've been

hiding ever
since.

Until today. Now
they think

she's alive and
will take drastic

measures.

Wait. Wait. Eyepatch
and orville

are lovers? this
is a love story. I'm
out. Aliza, make a 
portal for me. This 

is your story,
not mine.

Wait,
if I make

a portal for
you, how are you

going to get
back?

you and I are keymasters.
the book allows any
keymaster to portal

back to it so we can't
get separated.

Let
me out,
aliza.



Aliza.
dumb cat.

Eyepatch aliza.
"See" you all

later. that
guy is very
unpleasant.

Yeah.
His special

charm pops up
at the worst times.
Anyways, so what
drastic measures
could orville and

the woman in
black take?

Most
likely they'll
blow up the

dam that powers
the true love

signal.

Which
will kill every-
one in the city 

since the dam will 
break releasing 
the waterfall 
and flooding

the town.

that's
terrible!

What
do we
do?



We stop
them.

Destiny Dam.

today,
we fight

to get back our
free will! Today,

we finally achieve
true freedom!

Orville.
Let's go.

Not so
fast!

So you
are alive.

and
here to

stop you.
aliza?



Orville...

Attack
them! "Moses!"

Aliza.
and, uhh,

Aliza. Go. I'll
hold these guys

off.



Thank
you, old
friend.

Now go!

For you...
Nelly.



Stop!

Kill them,
Orville.

I...

Do it!
You've done

it before for the
right reason. Now

you get twice
the resolve.



...No.

I love
her.

I should
not have done

what I did.

It's alright.
I still loved you

for all these
years.

What now?



And now,
forever.

"El lazo."

I'm
going to

stop you from
taking away
free will.



What's your
problem?!

I lost
my husband to
a freak disease

and the watch never
let me find love

again. The loneliness
is unbearable.

Mom?

Death.



"Eye'm"
back!

Ahh!



Wrong
time to
"drop"

in?
Barney...

Let's
see if this
works for

me.

See.
I knew

you wanted
to try it

on.



Hmm.
guess my
true love

is out there
somewhere

in space.

Maybe.
or maybe
your true
love is the
universe
itself.

End.

True love
indeed.
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